If for any real X and all X f(XX) = \\\f(X), the set 5 of points satisfying f(X) è 1 is called a star body (cf. K. Mahler [l] ). The function by which a star body is defined is determined uniquely. Suppose now that 5 is bounded. There exists a least number k such that for all X and Y f(X+ Y) èHf(X)+f(Y)); this number k is called the concavity coefficient of 5. One has always k ^ 1 and furthermore k = 1 if and only if 5 is convex. Let us denote by An(k) the greatest number which has the property that there exists an w-dimensional star body 5 with concavity coefficient k and a lattice that has An(k) points on the boundary of 5 but no lattice point except 0 as an inner point of S.
Minkowski [2] proved (1) Mi) = 3» -1.
The method used by Minkowski to show (1) can be generalized to give estimations of A"{k) for any k. The following theorem will be proved. As usual [a] is the greatest integer g a, t(n) is the Riemann zeta-function and jli(î) the Möbius function. Theorem 1. Define niiby nii=[2k]+i (i = l, 2, ■ ■ • ) and put 
To prove this it is sufficient to show that for any i" with
follows from (3), and denoting the prime divisors of nti by pj one gets because of
which implies the first inequality of (4).
For large k, (2) can not be essentially improved since one has Theorem 2. If k tends to infinity
Proof of Theorem 1. We prove first that A"(k) is a nowhere decreasing function of k. Let us denote by S a star body with concavity coefficient k, diameter D, and with An(k) lattice points, say P,:(i=l, 2, • • ■ , An(k)), on its boundary. By g we denote a half line which contains no P, and ends at 0, by r a positive number with the property that all Pt have a distance not less than r from g, and by G(u) a cone with an (« -l)-dimensional sphere of radius r for base. Suppose that the axis of the cone is g and that the vertex and the base of G(u) are at the distances u and u-\-D from 0, respectively. Let G'(u) be the reflection of G(u) in 0.
Consider now the set S(u)=S-(G(u){UG'(u)).
S(u) is obviously a star body and has the same number of lattice points on the boundary as 5. The concavity coefficient of S(u), say k{u), is k if u^D and tends to infinity if u tends to 0. Since f(X) is continuous it is easily seen that k(u) is also a continuous function of u. For any k' with k'^k one can therefore find a number u' such that k' = k(u'). It follows that An(k')^An(k) if k'^k.
To prove the right hand side of (2) so that Rm -R'm is an inner point of 5. It follows that which shows (8) for i-\ and all k. As already remarked, this proves the right hand side of (2) . For the proof of the other side of the inequality (2), consider the closed «-dimensional cube of side length 2k with center at the origin and faces perpendicular to the coordinate axes. Denote this cube by W(k). Let A be the lattice which consists of all points with integers as coordinates.
The greatest common divisor of the coordinates of a lattice point P will be denoted by (P). Counting all points of A contained in W(k) for which pt\ (P), pip¡\ (P) and so on, where pi runs now over all prime numbers, one finds for the number of primitive lattice points in W(k) i.e. lattice points P with PEW(k) and (P) = l, This expression is obviously the same as Q. Now let 5 be defined as follows. Corresponding to any primitive point P, construct a cone Gp with vertex at P and for base an (n -l)-dimensional sphere which is contained in W(i) and has a radius so small that GpC\A = P. give (10).
Proof of Theorem 2. (5) is a consequence of (6) and (7). Since Qn(k) is the number of primitive lattice points in W(k), (7) is a special case of a well known theorem (cf. C. A. Rogers [3] ). It is also easy to derive (7) directly from the sum representation which has been used to define Qn(k). We have now to prove (6). Corresponding to a number N one can find for all sufficiently large k an integer r such that 2k < r n Pi and 2nkn = (r YL pA + o(kn). 
